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1 Introduction
The labour market implications of European integration are of considerable importance.
Since labour is not very mobile in Europe, the eﬀects of international integration on labour
markets are mostly indirect via product market integration. More competitive product
markets would reduce the power in national labour markets, making them more competitive. Andersen, Haldrup and Sørensen (2000) have found that integration gradually
changes labour market structures and induces wage convergences as well as stronger wage
interdependencies in wage formation among European countries.1
Empirical literature suggests that industry-speciﬁc factors are key determinants of
strike activity. Key determinants are, among others, the type of industry, the industry
or market size, the industry concentration, and the international competition. See e.g.
Tracy (1986), Abowd and Tracy (1989), Cramton and Tracy (1994) who have studied
the determinants of U.S. labor disputes. Despite this evidence, the theoretical literature
on wage bargaining in industries with market power has neglected the analysis of the
relationship between strike activity and market integration.
In the present paper we investigate the eﬀects of separated product markets opening
up for competition as well as of further market integration on wages and strikes.2 In order
to do it, we consider a two-country model of wage determination with private information
in unionized imperfectly competitive industries.
In the literature, product market integration has been interpreted as a reduction in
costs associated with international trade: transport costs, tariﬀs, taxes, information costs
about foreign markets, etc. These costs could be divided into ﬁxed costs or start up costs
associated with exporting, and variable costs proportional to the level of exports. Naylor (1998) has shown that a decrease in variable export costs may give rise to a higher
wage since a monopoly union responds by increasing the wage rate to the increased employment’s demand. However, Huizinga (1993) and Sørensen (1993) have shown that a
decrease in ﬁxed costs, that implies the move from autarchy to fully integrated markets,
would increase the degree of competition in the product market and, as Dowrick (1989)
Cutcher-Gershenfeld, Kochan and Calhoun-Wells (1998) have examined for the U.S. union and management perceptions of factors heavily inﬂuencing negotiations or the process in collective bargaining and
its outcomes. The observations suggest that, beside other factors such as falling real wages, fear of job loss,
and increased domestic competition, the increased international competition is a central feature motivating
the parties to reach agreements.
2
Mauleon and Vannetelbosch (2003) have analyzed in a closed oligopolistic industry how product diﬀerentiation and market competition aﬀect the actual strike duration and the eﬃciency loss incurred during
wage negotiations. If bargaining takes place at the ﬁrm-level, strike activity is increasing with the degree
of product diﬀerentiation and is smaller under Bertrand than under Cournot competition.
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predicted, would reduce wages. More recently, Munch and Skaksen (2002) have shown
that a reduction in ﬁxed costs leads to an unambiguous decrease in wages, whereas a
reduction in variable trade costs has an ambiguous eﬀect on wages, due to the fact that
the introduction of international competition for some goods neutralizes the eﬀect on the
employment’s demand.
But, all these previous papers have used complete information models which predict
eﬃcient outcomes of the bargaining process. In particular agreement is always settled
immediately, so that strikes cannot occur at equilibrium.3 This is not the case once
we introduce private information into the wage bargaining, in which the ﬁrst rounds of
negotiation are used for information transmission between the two negotiators. The main
feature of our model is that both the union and the ﬁrm have private information. Our
model enables us to study the impact of product markets opening up for competition as
well as of further market integration on wages and strikes. To describe the wage bargaining
process, we adopt Rubinstein’s (1982) alternating-oﬀer bargaining model with two-sided
incomplete information, which allows the occurrence of strikes at equilibrium.
From an initial situation of reciprocal intra-industry trade, we show that an increase in
product market integration will have an ambiguous eﬀect on wages even in case of bargaining with complete information. In this case, if markets are weakly integrated, an increase
in product market integration will decrease wages. However, if markets are strongly integrated, an increase in product market integration will increase wages. This ambiguous
relationship between wages and market integration is observed both when unions maximize
the surplus as in Naylor (1998) or when unions simply maximize the wage. Naylor (1998)
has shown that an increase in product market integration will unambiguously increase
wages whenever only unions decide over wages. Thus, Naylor’s results with a monopoly
union are not robust to a right-to-manage model where the union and the ﬁrm negotiate
over the wage. With respect to strike activity, we show that an increase in product market
integration will decrease the maximal delay in reaching an agreement.
We also compare the situation where markets are separated to the one where markets
are fully integrated. In case of bargaining with complete information, wages and prices
will decrease while consumer surplus, proﬁts and total quantities sold in each country will
increase. But, once the union and the ﬁrm have private information, the wage outcome
when markets are fully integrated is not necessarily smaller than the wage outcome when
markets are separated. Moreover, markets opening up for competition have an ambiguous
eﬀect on the maximum real delay time in reaching an agreement. Indeed, each union-ﬁrm
Strikes data seem to have a signiﬁcant impact on the wage-employment relationship for collective negotiations. See Kennan and Wilson (1989, 1993) for surveys of bargaining models with private information
and their relation to strike data. See Kennan (1986) for a survey of the empirical results on strike activity.
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pair expects to be able to alter its relative wage position in order to gain a larger share
of the product market in each country.4 This incentive is stronger the more integrated
the markets are since now a wage decrease makes the union-ﬁrm pair winning a more
substantial market share of its rival. This explain why it is likely that more concessions and
less conﬂicts in wage negotiations would occur once markets become integrated. However,
markets opening up raise the potential payoﬀs for the union and the ﬁrm, and in expanding
the payoﬀ set (or range of possible payoﬀs), also increase the scope for delay (longer strikes
and lockouts may be needed for screening the private information).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the model is presented. Section 3
describes the wage bargaining game and solves this game for the case of complete information. It also analyses the relationship between wages and market integration. Section
4 is devoted to the wage bargaining game with private information. Section 5 derives the
maximal delay in reaching an agreement. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2 The model
Following Naylor (1998), we assume that there are two identical countries (A and B ) and
that in each country there is one ﬁrm (ﬁrm 1 in country A and ﬁrm 2 in country B )
producing some homogeneous good. We assume that product demand is linear:

PA = a − b(X1A + X2A ),
PB = a − b(X1B + X2B ),
where Pi is the price of the homogeneous good in country i, X1A is production by ﬁrm 1
for consumption in country A, X2A is production by ﬁrm 2 for consumption in country A,
X1B is production by ﬁrm 1 for consumption in country B, X2B is production by ﬁrm 2
for consumption in country B . There is a constant cost of T per unit of the commodity
exported. We interpret this cost as capturing all costs associated with international trade,
such as transactions, transport and tariﬀ costs. Let T be the upper limit on T such that
for T ≤ T there is intra-industry trade in which both X1B > 0 and X2A > 0. We will
mainly focus on three cases: markets are fully integrated (T = 0), markets are integrated
(T ∈ (0, T ]), or markets are separated (T = ∞). Each ﬁrm regards each country as a
separate market and chooses the proﬁt-maximizing quantity for each market separately,
and on the Cournot assumption that the other ﬁrm’s output in each market is given.
Davidson (1988) and Horn and Wolinsky (1988) were ﬁrst to study the impact of wage spillover eﬀects
on the interaction of union-ﬁrm bargaining and duopolistic quantity-setting. Dowrick (1989) has studied
how product market power and proﬁtability are related to wages.
4
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Production technology exhibits constant returns to scale with labour as the sole input
and is normalized is such a way that (XiA + XiB ) = Li , where Li is labour input. The
total labour cost to ﬁrm i of producing quantity (XiA + XiB ) is (XiA + XiB ) · Wi , where
Wi is the wage in ﬁrm i. Thus, ﬁrm 1’s proﬁts and ﬁrm 2’s proﬁts can be, respectively,
written as
Π1 = (PA − W1 )X1A + (PB − W1 − T )X1B ,
Π2 = (PA − W2 − T )X2A + (PB − W2 )X2B ,
where T is the constant unit trade cost. Each ﬁrm is unionized and each union is assumed
to maximize the wage rate. The reservation wage is set equal to zero in each country.5
Hence,
U1 = W1 and U2 = W2.
This would imply that the union places no weight on employment. Although this may
seem implausible, the notion that, in negotiating wages, unions do not take into account
the employment consequences of higher wages has a long tradition including the inﬂuential
work of Ross (1948), and is often stated by union leaders today (Pencavel, 1991). This
assumption is made to obtain closed-form solutions in order to carry out the analysis
under incomplete information. Cramton and Tracy (2003) have concluded that disputes
largely are motivated from the presence of private information and the sharply conﬂicting
interests of the union and the ﬁrm over the wage. In the appendix we show that our
results under complete information are robust to an alternative speciﬁcation where unions
maximize the economic rent Li Wi . Moreover, Mauleon and Vannetelbosch (2005) have
shown that, if the union is not too strong (in fact, the range of union bargaining power
we will consider), it is optimal for the union that maximizes the rents to send to the
negotiation table delegates who maximize the wage.6
Interactions between market integration and wage bargaining are analyzed according
to the following game structure. In stage one, wages are negotiated at the ﬁrm-level in
both countries. Within each country the union and the ﬁrm negotiates a wage taking
as given the wage set in the other country and taking into account the ﬁrm’s labour
It can be shown that all results are qualitatively robust to this assumption.
Mauleon and Vannetelbosch (2005) have developed a model of wage determination with private information, in which the union has the option to delegate the wage bargaining to either surplus-maximizing
delegates or to wage-maximizing delegates (such as senior union members). Mauleon and Vannetelbosch
(2004) have considered a unionized duopoly model to analyze how unions aﬀect the incentives for merger
when surplus-maximizing unions have the option to delegate the wage bargaining to wage-maximizing
delegates (such as senior union members). One of their results is that, in case of linear demands, the union
in each ﬁrm will choose a wage-maximizing delegate if and only if the union bargaining power is not too
strong, α ≤ .81.
5
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demand function. In stage two, each ﬁrm chooses its output (and hence employment)
levels for the separate product markets, taking as given both (i) the output decisions of
the other ﬁrm and (ii) the negotiated wages. The two-stage game makes the model an
appropriate description of a situation in which wages are determined for a relatively long
period while production decisions are made for a relatively shorter period. The model is
solved backwards.
In the last stage of the game, the wage levels have already been determined. Both ﬁrms
compete by choosing simultaneously their outputs (and hence, employment) to maximize
proﬁts with price adjusting to clear the market. In case markets are integrated, the unique
Nash equilibrium of this stage game yields:

X1A(T ) =
X2A(T ) =
X1B (T ) =
X2B (T ) =
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The Nash equilibrium outputs of a ﬁrm (and hence, equilibrium level of employment) are
decreasing with its own wage, but are increasing with the other ﬁrm’s wage and total
industry demand.
In case markets are fully separated, the unique Nash equilibrium of this stage game
yields:

X1A (T = ∞)
X2A (T = ∞)
X1B (T = ∞)
X2B (T = ∞)





max a − W1 , 0 ,
2b
0,
0, 

max a −2bW2 , 0 .

=
=
=
=

3 Wage bargaining with complete information
Union-ﬁrm pairs conduct simultaneous negotiations. Two assumptions are made. First,
when one set of negotiations is taking place, the agents are unaware of any proposals made
(or settlement reached) in related negotiations. Second, the production and market competition occur only when either both ﬁrms have come to terms with their workers or when
5

one ﬁrm settles with its union and the other union decides to leave the bargaining table
forever. Hence, each union-ﬁrm pair takes the decisions of its rivals as given while conducting its own negotiation. Moreover, each union-ﬁrm pair always correctly anticipates
the eﬀect of wages on the subsequent market competition.
Each negotiation proceeds as in Rubinstein’s (1982) alternating-oﬀer bargaining model.
The ﬁrm and the union make alternatively wage oﬀers, with the ﬁrm making oﬀers in oddnumbered periods and the union making oﬀers in even-numbered periods. The length of
each period is ∆. The negotiation starts in period 0 and ends when one of the negotiators
accepts an oﬀer. No limit is placed on the time that may be expended in bargaining and
perpetual disagreement is a possible outcome. The union is assumed to be on strike in
every period until an agreement is reached. Both the ﬁrm and the union are assumed to
be impatient. The ﬁrm and the union have time preferences with constant discount rates
rf > 0 and ru > 0, respectively.7
To capture the notion that the time it takes to come to terms is small relative to
the length of the contract, we assume that the time between periods is very small. This
allows a study of the limiting situations in which the bargaining procedure is essentially
symmetric and the potential costs of delaying agreement by one period can be regarded as
negligible. As the interval between oﬀers and counteroﬀers is short and shrinks to zero, the
alternating-oﬀer model has a unique limiting subgame perfect equilibrium, which approximates the Nash bargaining solution to the bargaining problem (see Binmore, Rubinstein
and Wolinsky, 1986). Thus the predicted wages are given by








W1SPE = arg max U1 − U10 α · Π1 − Π01 1−α

 

W2SPE = arg max U2 − U20 α · Π2 − Π02 1−α
where Ui0 = 0 and Π0i = 0 are, respectively, the disagreement payoﬀs of the union and
the ﬁrm. The parameter α ∈ (0, 1) is the union bargaining power which is equal to rur+f rf .
When markets are integrated we shall restrict our attention to the case of symmetric pure
strategy equilibria associated with reciprocal intra-industry trade in which both X1B > 0
and X2A > 0. The necessary and suﬃcient condition for reciprocal intra-industry trade is
F (α, T ) > 0, where F (T, α) = 4(2a − T )2(2 − α)2 − 8(2a2 − 2aT + 5T 2)α(4 − 3α).
Two versions of Rubinstein alternating-oﬀer bargaining model capture diﬀerent motives that induce
parties to reach an agreement rather than to insist indeﬁnitely on incompatible demands. In a ﬁrst version
the parties’ incentive to agree lies in the fact that they are impatient : player i is indiﬀerent between
receiving x · exp(−ri ∆) today and x tomorrow, where ri > 0 is player i’s discount rate. In a second version
the parties are not impatient but they face a risk that if agreement is delayed then the opportunity they
hope to exploit jointly may be lost : player i believes that at the end of each bargaining period there is a
positive probability 1 − exp(−ri ∆) that the process will break down, ri > 0. So, ri can be interpreted either
as player i’s discount rate or as his estimate about the probability of a breakdown of the negotiations.
7
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Assumption 1 When markets are integrated, there is intra-industry trade in which both
X1B > 0 and X2A > 0. That is, F (α, T ) > 0.

Thus, the upper limit T such that for T ≤ T there is reciprocal intra-industry trade is
given by
4a(1 
− α)
.
T (α) =
(2(1 − α) + 3 α(4 − 3α))
The assumption involves that, given tariﬀ costs T , the union bargaining power is below
some critical level α given by


2
4a(a − T ) + 10T 2 ≤ 1.
α(T ) = 16a(a − T ) +1622aT(a −−T6T) + 31
T2
Notice that as the demand parameter a becomes very large, α approaches 1. Then, the
equilibrium wages and unions utilities are

Wi

SPE

That is,

Wi

SPE



2(2a − T )(2 − α) − F (α, T )
(α, T ) =
= Ui∗ (α, T ), i = 1, 2.
4(4 − 3α)

(1)



(2a − T )(rf + 2ru ) − G(ru , rf , T )
(ru , rf , T ) =
= Ui∗ (ru , rf , T ), i = 1, 2, (2)
2(rf + 4ru )

where G(ru , rf , T ) = 16aru2 (a − T ) − (9rf2 + 36rf ru − 4ru2 )T 2 . Remark that G(ru , rf , T ) > 0
is the necessary and suﬃcient condition for reciprocal intra-industry trade when α is
expressed in terms of ru and rf . We obtain that


√



∂WiSPE (α, T ) > 0 ⇔ T > 2a 3 10(α − 2) − 20(α − 1) (1 − α) ≡ T (α) .
∂T
5 (4 + α(31α − 44))
We have that T (α) is decreasing with the union bargaining power α and T (α) < T (α).
The relation between wages and the level of market integration is depicted in Figure 1
with a = 2.

Proposition 1 If markets are weakly integrated (T > T (α)) an increase in product mar-

ket integration will decrease wages. However, if markets are strongly integrated (T < T (α))
an increase in product market integration will increase wages.
This result is due to a tradeoﬀ between two eﬀects. First, when markets are integrated,
each union-ﬁrm pair expects to be able to alter its relative wage position. Each unionﬁrm pair has an incentive to lower wages in order to gain a larger share of the product
market in each country. Second, an increase in market integration induces that, for given
7
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Figure 1: The relation between wages and product market integration.
wages, ﬁrms face lower costs when exporting goods, which in turn transforms into higher
demand for labour. The union then exploits the higher labour demand to obtain higher
wages from negotiations. Depending on the degree of market integration one eﬀect will
dominate the other one. In the appendix we show that this relationship is also observed
under an alternative speciﬁcation where unions maximize the surplus as in Naylor (1998).
Thus, Naylor’s results with a monopoly union are not robust to a right-to-manage model.
Naylor (1998) has shown that, if markets are integrated, an increase in product market
integration will unambiguously increase wages.
Equilibrium outputs when markets are integrated are given by

8a(1 − α) + 2T (10 − 7α) + F (α, T )
∗
∗
X1A (α, T ) = X2B (α, T ) =
,
12(4 − 3α)b

(28 − 22α) + F (α, T ) .
X1∗B (α, T ) = X2∗A(α, T ) = 8a(1 − α) − T12(4
− 3α)b
Proﬁts and prices are


(1 − α) 16a2(1 − α) − 16aT (1 − α) + 2T 2 (38 − 29α) + (2a − T ) F (α, T )
∗
Πi (α, T ) =
,
9(4 − 3α)b2
(3)
for i = 1, 2, and



4T (1 − α) + F (α, T ) , i = A, B .
Pi (α, T ) = 2a(8 − 5α) + 6(4
− 3α)
Consumer surplus is equal to
∗



2

4(2a − T )(1 − α) + F (α, T )
CSi∗(α, T ) =
, i = A, B .
72(4 − 3α)2 b
8

The consumer surplus is increasing with an increase in product market integration.
When markets are separated, equilibrium wages and unions utilities are

WiSPE (α, T = ∞) = 2 −α α a = Ui∗(α, T = ∞), i = 1, 2.
That is,

WiSPE (ru , rf , T = ∞) = r +rf2r a = Ui∗(ru , rf , T = ∞), i = 1, 2.
u
f
Equilibrium outputs when markets are separated are given by
− α) ,
X1∗A (α, T = ∞) = X2∗B (α, T = ∞) = ab (1
(2 − α)
∗
∗
X1B (α, T = ∞) = X2A(α, T = ∞) = 0.

(4)
(5)

Proﬁts and prices are
2
2
Π∗i (α, T = ∞) = ab2 (1(2−−αα)) , i = 1, 2.
Pi∗ (α, T = ∞) = (2 −a α) , i = A, B.

(6)

Consumer surplus is equal to
2

a(1 − α)) , i = A, B.
CSi∗ (α, T = ∞) = (28(2
− α)2b
Comparing the situation where markets are separated (T = ∞) to the one where markets
are fully integrated (T = 0) leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 2 When separated markets become fully integrated, wages and prices will

decrease while consumer surplus, proﬁts and total quantities sold in each country will
increase.
This is similar to the ﬁndings in Huizinga (1993) and Sørensen (1993). The underlying
reason for this results is that ﬁrms in the two countries start to compete in a common
market. This rise in the degree of competition spills over to the labour market by increasing
the elasticity of labour demand. The response by the negotiators is to set a lower wage.

4 Wage bargaining with private information
The main feature of the negotiations is that both negotiators have private information.
Each negotiator does not know the impatience (or discount rate) of the other party. It
is common knowledge that the ﬁrm’s discount rate is included in the set [rfP , rfI ], where
0 < rfP ≤ rfI , and that the union’s discount rate is included in the set [ruP , ruI ], where
9

0 < ruP ≤ ruI . The superscripts ”I” and ”P” identify the most impatient and most patient
types, respectively. The types are independently drawn from the set [riP , riI ] according to
the probability distribution pi , for i = u,f. We allow for general distributions over discount
rates. This uncertainty implies bounds on the union bargaining power which are denoted




by α = rfP · ruI + rfP −1 and α = rfI · ruP + rfI −1 .


The next assumption imposes that, given tariﬀ costs T ∈ 0, T , the upper bound on
the union bargaining power is below some critical level. This assumption guarantees that,


for all T ∈ 0, T , there is intra-industry trade (X1B > 0 and X2A > 0) when bargaining
is with private information.

Assumption 2 α < α(T ).
Lemma 1 Consider the wage bargaining with incomplete information in which the distri-

butions pf and pu are common knowledge, and in which the period length shrinks to zero.
Assume each union-ﬁrm pair takes the other wage settlement in the other country as given
during the bargaining. For any perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE), the payoﬀ of the union
i belongs to [Ui∗(α), Ui∗(α)] and the payoﬀ of the ﬁrm i belongs to [Π∗i (α), Π∗i (α)].
The proof of this lemma as well as of Lemma 2 may be found in Mauleon and Vannetelbosch (2005). In Lemma 1, Ui∗ (α) and Π∗i (α) denote, respectively, the SPE utility
of the union and the SPE proﬁt of the ﬁrm of the complete information game, when it
is common knowledge that the union’s bargaining power is α = α. In case of integrated
markets, then Ui∗ (α) and Π∗i (α) are given, respectively, by Expression (2) and Expression
(3) with α = α. In case of separated markets, then Ui∗(α) and Π∗i (α) are given, respectively, by Expression (5) and Expression (6) with α = α. Similarly for α = α. Lemma 1
follows from Watson’s (1998) analysis of Rubinstein’s alternating-oﬀer bargaining model
with two-sided incomplete information.8 Lemma 1 is not a direct corollary to Watson
(1998) Theorem 1 because Watson’s work focuses on linear preferences, but the analysis
can be modiﬁed to handle the present case. Translating Watson (1998) Theorem 2 to our
framework completes the characterization of the PBE payoﬀs.

Lemma 2 Consider the wage bargaining with incomplete information in which the period
length shrinks to zero. For any Ui ∈ [Ui∗ (α), Ui∗ (α)], Πi ∈ [Π∗i (α), Π∗i (α)], there exists

distributions pu and pf , and a PBE such that the PBE payoﬀs are Ui and Πi .

Watson (1998) characterized the set of PBE payoﬀs which may arise in Rubinstein’s alternating-oﬀer
bargaining game and constructed bounds (which are met) on the agreements that may be made. The
bounds and the PBE payoﬀs set are determined by the range of incomplete information and are easy to
compute because they correspond to the SPE payoﬀs of two bargaining games of complete information.
These two games are deﬁned by matching one player’s most impatient type with the opponent’s most
patient type.
8
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In other words, whether or not all payoﬀs within the intervals given in Lemma 1 are
possible depends on the distributions over types. As Watson (1998) stated, Lemma 1 and
Lemma 2 establish that ”each player will be no worse than he would be in equilibrium
if it were common knowledge that he were his least patient type and the opponent were
his most patient type. Furthermore, each player will be no better than he would be in
equilibrium with the roles reversed”. Since we allow for general distributions over types,
multiplicity of PBE is not an exception. From Lemma 1 we obtain Proposition 3 and
Proposition 4.

Proposition 3 For any distribution over types, PBE wage bargaining outcomes in case
of integrated markets, W ∗ (α, α, T ), satisfy the following inequalities




(2a − T )(rfI + 2ruP ) − G(ruP , rfI , T )
(2a − T )(rfP + 2ruI ) − G(ruI , rfP , T )
∗
≤ W (α, α, T ) ≤
.
2(rfP + 4ruI )
2(rfI + 4ruP )
(7)
Notice that each wage satisfying these bounds can be the outcome by choosing appropriately the distribution over types. The lower (upper) bound is the wage outcome of
the complete information game, when it is common knowledge that the union’s type is ruI
(ruP ) and the ﬁrm’s type is rfP (rfI ) (and the union bargaining power is α (α)). For many
distributions over types, there is a wide range of PBE: there are PBE in which the wage is
close to the upper bound and there are PBE in which the wage is close to the lower bound
(see below for some intuition). Expression (7) implies bounds on the ﬁrm’s employment
level, as well as on the ﬁrm’s output, at equilibrium.

Proposition 4 For any distribution over types, PBE wage bargaining outcomes in case
of separated markets, W ∗(α, α, T = ∞), satisfy the following inequalities
r
r
∗
a
≤
W
(α, α, T = ∞) ≤
r + 2r
r + 2r a.
P
f

P
f

I
f

I
f

I
u

P
u

(8)

In complete information, wages will decrease and consumer surplus will increase when
markets open up for competition and become fully integrated. But once the union and
the ﬁrm have private information, these complete information results do not necessarily
hold.

Corollary 1 In case of union-ﬁrm bargaining with private information, the wage outcome

when markets are fully integrated is not necessarily smaller than the wage outcome when
markets are separated.
11

The necessary and suﬃcient condition to recover the complete information result that
the wage outcome when markets are fully integrated is smaller (whatever the distribution
over types) than the wage outcome when markets are separated is

α > 2 −α α or 2ruP rfP > ruI rfI.

(9)

which is obtained by comparing the lower bound from (8) with the upper bound from (7)
when T = 0. The larger the amount of private information |α − α| is, the less likely the
necessary and suﬃcient condition (9) will be satisﬁed. Indeed, when the amount of private
information is large enough, one can always ﬁnd probability distributions over types such
that there is a PBE wage when markets are fully integrated which is higher than some
PBE wage when markets are separated. Thus, markets opening up for competition have
an ambiguous eﬀect on wages. Nevertheless, the stronger the union is (higher α), the more
likely the country’s wage will decrease when markets open up for competition.
The previous analysis establishes bounds on the PBE payoﬀs, but it says nothing
about the possible payoﬀ vectors inside the bounds. It would be interesting to study the
set of payoﬀs and the set of wages that are supported by perfect Bayesian equilibria in the
wage bargaining game which is ”close” to having complete information. Suppose there
are three possible types for both the union and the ﬁrm: riP , ri∗ , riI where riP < ri∗ < riI ,


for i = u,f. Suppose the distribution over these types riP , ri∗ , riI is (β, 1 − 2β, β ) for both
the union and the ﬁrm; β is the probability that player i’s discount rate is riP , 1 − 2β is
the probability that player i’s discount rate is ri∗, and β is the probability that player i’s
discount rate is riI . Then, we might wish to know how the set of PBE payoﬀs or the wage
outcomes change as β converges to zero, where there is only a slight chance that player
i is either of type riP or type riI . From Watson’s (1998) Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, it
follows that, as β converges to zero, PBE wage outcomes satisfy the bounds in Expression
(7) and Expression (8) with riP = ri∗. There are PBE in which the wage is close to the
upper bound W·SPE (ru∗ , rfI ) and there are PBE in which the wage is close to the lower
bound W·SPE (ruI , rf∗ ). Thus, PBE wages do not converge to a single wage, despite that the
distribution over types converges to a point mass distribution.9
This lopsided convergence follows from the construction of PBE strategies, where players will punish
one another if they depart from their equilibrium strategies. An eﬀective form of punishment in the bargaining game is that when a player takes some deviant action, beliefs about him are updated optimistically
-putting probability one on his weakest type. The existence of a very impatient type (a type near riI as
compared to ri∗ ) allows the threat of such a revision of beliefs, however small is the probability of the impatient type. The existence of a very patient type has little eﬀect, since it would not be used in punishing
a player.
9

12

5 Maximal delay in reaching an agreement
Ineﬃcient outcomes are possible, even as the period length shrinks to zero. While the scope
of possible ineﬃciency is clear from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, what is not so obvious is the
potential for delay. The wage bargaining game may involve delay (strikes or lock-outs),
but not perpetual disagreement, at equilibrium (see Watson, 1998).10 In fact, delay is
positively related to the distance between the discount rates of the most and least patient
types of the players. If the range of types is reduced, then this leads to a smaller range
of possible payoﬀs and less delay. Delay can occur even when the game is close to one of
complete information (as the type distributions converge to point mass distributions).
We propose to identify strike activity with the maximum delay time in reaching an
agreement. Only in average this measure is a good proxy for actual strike duration.11
It is not uncommon in the literature on bargaining to analyze the maximum number of
delay time that may be expended before reaching an agreement.12 In the appendix we
compute the maximum delay in equilibrium which shows that an agreement is reached in
ﬁnite time and that delay time equals zero as incomplete information vanishes (in that riP
and riI converge).
In case of integrated markets, the maximum real delay time in reaching an agreement
is given by


D(T ) = min Du (T ), Df(T )
(10)
Watson (1998) has constructed equilibria with delay in which the types of each player behave identically
(no information is revealed in equilibrium), players use pure strategies, and players make non-serious oﬀers
until some appointed date.
11
In the literature on strikes, three diﬀerent measures of strike activity are usually proposed: the strike
incidence, the strike duration, and the number of work days lost due to work stoppages. See Cheung and
Davidson (1991), Kennan and Wilson (1989). Since we allow for general distributions over types and we
may have a multiplicity of PBE, we are unable to compute measures of strike activity as the ones just
mentioned.
12
Cramton (1992) has constructed a sequential equilibrium in a bargaining model with two-sided uncertainty, where types are revealed after a maximum of two rounds, but where delay is directly related to
the types of the players. There is also a continuum of other sequential equilibria where types are not fully
revealed. Unlike in Rubinstein’s model in which the time between oﬀers is ﬁxed, in Cramton (1992) each
player can delay making oﬀers. This ability to delay oﬀers enables each player to commit to not revising
or rescinding an oﬀer until a counter-oﬀer is made. Cai (2003) has also analyzed the maximum number of
delay periods but in a multilateral bargaining. His model has a ﬁnite number of Markov perfect equilibria,
some of which exhibiting wasteful delays. The maximum number of delay periods that can be supported
in Markov perfect equilibria increases in the order of the square of the number of players. These results are
robust to a relaxing of the Markov requirements and to more general surplus functions. Ausubel, Cramton
and Deneckere (2002) provide a recent survey of bargaining models with incomplete information.
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where

Du (T ) = − r1P
u




 (2a − T )(rP + 2rI ) − G(rI , rP , T )
 P
I
u f
u
f


· log  4ru + rf

4ruI + rfP (2a − T )(rI + 2ruP ) − G(ruP , rI , T )
f
f

(11)

is the maximum real time the union would spend negotiating, and


ruP 4ruI + rfP 2 ·
ruI 4ruP + rfI
rf


8a(a − T )ruP + (9rfI + 38ruP )T 2 + (2a − T ) G(ruP , rfI , T )


P
P
I
I
2
I
8a(a − T )ru + (9rf + 38ru )T + (2a − T ) G(ru , rf , T )

D (T ) = − 1P · log
f





(12)

is the maximum real time the ﬁrm would spend negotiating. In fact, Du (T ) (Df (T )) is
the maximum real time the union (ﬁrm) would spend negotiating in any equilibrium if the
union (ﬁrm) was of its most patient type. So, Du (T ) (Df (T )) is the upper bound on the
maximum time the union (ﬁrm) of type ru (rf ) would spend negotiating; maximum time
that is decreasing with type ru (rf ). So, the more patient a player is the greater the delay
that may be observed. Since Du (T ) and Df (T ) are positive, ﬁnite numbers, the maximum
real delay in reaching an agreement in case of integrated markets is ﬁnite and converges
to zero as riI and riP become close, for i =u,f. In the appendix we show that

∂Du (T ) > 0 and ∂Df (T ) > 0.
∂T
∂T
Proposition 5 From an initial situation of reciprocal intra-industry trade (i.e. markets
are integrated), an increase in product market integration will decrease the maximal delay
in reaching an agreement.
When markets are integrated, each union-ﬁrm pair expects to be able to alter its
relative wage position. That is, each union-ﬁrm pair has an incentive to lower wages in
order to gain a larger share of the product market in each country. This incentive is
stronger the more integrated the markets are since now a wage decrease makes the unionﬁrm pair winning a more substantial market share of its rival. This explain why it is likely
that more concessions and less conﬂicts in wage negotiations would occur once markets
become more integrated.
In case of separated markets, the maximum real delay time in reaching an agreement
is given by


D(T = ∞) = min Du (T = ∞), Df (T = ∞)
(13)
where
 P
  
2ru + rfI rfP
1
u
D (T = ∞) = − rP · log 2rI + rP rI
(14)
u
u
f
f
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is the maximum real time the union would spend negotiating, and


I + rP 2  P 2
2
r
r
1
u
Df (T = ∞) = − rP · log 2ruP + rfI
I
r
u
u
f
f

(15)

is the maximum real time the ﬁrm would spend negotiating. Since Du (T = ∞) and
Df (T = ∞) are positive, ﬁnite numbers, the maximum real delay in reaching an agreement
in case of separated markets is ﬁnite and converges to zero as riI and riP become close, for
i =u,f.
Let us compare the strike activity when markets go from separated markets to fully
integrated markets. We have Du (T = 0) > Du (T = ∞). The maximum real time the
union would spend negotiating is shorter when markets are separated. However, we have
Df (T = 0) < Df (T = ∞). The maximum real time the ﬁrm would spend negotiating
is shorter when markets are fully integrated. Let us assume that ruP = rfP = rP and
ruI = rfI = rI. Then,

D(T = ∞) > D(T = 0) ⇔ Du (T = ∞) > Df (T = 0) ⇔ 22rP rI − (rP )2 − (rI )2 > 0.
For instance, when rP = 0.01 and rI = 0.1 we have Du (T = ∞) > Df (T = 0), but when
rP = 0.001 and rI = 0.1 we have Du (T = ∞) < Df (T = 0). Thus, the possibility of being
of a very patient type (i.e. a relatively strong negotiator) makes strikes more likely when
markets open up for competition and become fully integrated.
Thus, markets opening up for competition have an ambiguous eﬀect on the maximum
real delay time in reaching an agreement. When markets become open, each union-ﬁrm
pair has a stronger incentive to lower wages and to concede earlier in order to gain a
larger share of the product market in each country. However, markets opening up raise
the potential payoﬀs for the union and the ﬁrm, and in expanding the payoﬀ set (or range
of possible payoﬀs), also increase the scope for delay (longer strikes and lockouts may be
needed for screening the private information).
We provide now an example about the maximum delay. In this example we let rfP =
ruP = rP , rfI = ruI = rI , rI = 0.33 − rP with rP ∈ [0.04, 0.16] and a = 2. Table 1 gives us the
integer part of the maximum delay for diﬀerent values of the parameter T .13 We observe


that (i) Du and Df are increasing with the amount of private information riP − riI , (ii) Du
and Df are slightly increasing with T for T ≤ T . Notice that real delay time in reaching
an agreement is not negligible: many bargaining rounds may be needed at equilibrium
before an agreement is reached. Results (i) and (ii) hold in general.
We can interpret ri as the annual discount rate and the numbers in Table 1 as the maximum number
of days needed to reach an agreement. Indeed, the integer part of the maximum delays for ∆ = 1/365 are
exactly the numbers of Table 1. The data in Table 1 seem consistent with U.S. strike durations reported
in Cramton and Tracy (1994).
13

15

r
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
P

T =0
Du Df
0 0
1 0
3 1
5 2
7 3
9 5
13 7
17 9
22 12
29 16
38 23
52 33
74 50

T = 18
Du Df
0 0
1 0
3 1
5 2
7 3
10 5
13 7
17 9
22 12
29 17
38 23
52 33
74 50

T = 14
Du Df
0 0
1 0
3 1
5 2
7 3
10 5
13 7
17 9
22 12
29 17
39 24
53 35
76 55

T = 12
Du Df
0 0
2 1
3 1
5 2
7 4
10 5
14 7
19 10
- - - - - -

T =∞
Du Df
0 0
1 1
2 2
4 4
6 6
8 8
10 11
14 15
18 19
24 26
32 35
43 49
62 73

Table 1: Maximum delay in reaching an agreement

6 Conclusion
We have considered a two-country model of wage determination with private information in
unionized imperfectly competitive industries. We have investigated the eﬀects of separated
product markets opening up for competition as well as of further market integration on
the negotiated wage and the maximum delay in reaching an agreement. From an initial
situation of reciprocal intra-industry trade, an increase in product market integration will
decrease the maximal delay in reaching an agreement. However, markets opening up for
competition have an ambiguous eﬀect on both the wage outcome and the maximum real
delay time in reaching an agreement.
Thus, contrary to the results found in the literature with complete information, we
have shown that, in presence of private information, a reduction in ﬁxed costs (the fact
that product markets open up for competition) has an ambiguous impact on the negotiated wage. So, our model suggests that one should be cautious when making policy
recommendations with respect to the impact of product market integration on wages and
employment levels. Nevertheless, this ambiguity does not prevent us to draw very interesting results. Indeed, we have shown that the stronger the union is, the more likely the
country’s wage will decrease when markets open up for competition. Finally, notice that
the possibility of being of a very patient type (i.e. a relatively strong negotiator) makes
16

strikes more likely when markets open up for competition.
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Appendix
A Unions maximizing economic rents
Suppose that each ﬁrm is unionized and each union maximizes its economic rents. Hence,
U1 = L1(W1, W2) · W1 and U2 = L2(W1, W2) · W2. In order to get a closed form solution
from the wage bargaining we need to ﬁx the union bargaining power. For instance, let
assume that the ﬁrm and the union have equal bargaining power: α = 12 . Then, we obtain
that the equilibrium wage outcome is

Wi

SPE





1 10a − 5T − 16a2 − 16√aT − 59T 2 − √3 Z , i = 1, 2,
(T, α = 12 ) = 14
3
Z

where


Z = 64a3 −96a2T +552aT 2 −260T 3 +21T 256a4 − 512a3T + 528a2T 2 − 272aT 3 + 619T 4.
The relation between wages and the level of market integration is very close to the one
obtained assuming that unions maximize wages and is depicted in Figure 2 with a = 2.

B Maximal delay
The negotiation proceeds as in Rubinstein’s (1982) alternating-oﬀer bargaining model. The
ﬁrm and the union make alternatively wage oﬀers, with the ﬁrm making oﬀers in oddnumbered periods and the union making oﬀers in even-numbered periods. The negotiation
starts in period 0 and ends when one of the negotiators accepts an oﬀer. No limit is placed
17

Wages
0.284
0.282
Cost of trade T
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.278
0.276

Figure 2: Unions maximizing rents and α = 12 .
on the time that may be expended in bargaining and perpetual disagreement is a possible
outcome. The union is assumed to be on strike in every period until an agreement is
reached. Both the ﬁrm and the union are assumed to be impatient. The ﬁrm and the
union have time preferences with constant discount factors δ f ∈ (0, 1) and δ u ∈ (0, 1),
respectively. It is assumed that each union-ﬁrm pair takes the other wage settlement as
given during the negotiation. For any wage bargaining which leads to an agreement Wi at
period n, δ nf · Πi (Wi , Li (Wi , Wj )) and δ nu ·U (Wi , Li (Wi , Wj )) are, respectively, ﬁrm i’s payoﬀ
and union i’s payoﬀ. For any wage bargaining which leads to perpetual disagreement,
disagreement payoﬀs are set to zero.
From Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1986), the SPE wage outcome is such that


Πi (T, Wiu , Li (Wiu , Wj )) = δ f · Πi (T, Wif , Li (Wif , Wj ))
Ui(T, Wif , Li(Wif , Wj )) = δu · U (T, Wiu , Li(Wiu , Wj ))
where Wiu is the SPE wage outcome if the union makes the ﬁrst wage oﬀer, and Wif is
the SPE wage outcome if the ﬁrm makes the ﬁrst oﬀer. Let H (T, δ u , δ f ) = 4(1 + δ f −
2δ f δ u )2(2a − T )2 − 8(1 − δ f )((1 − δ f (1 − δu )2 )(2a2 − 2aT + 5T 2 ). Since the union makes the
ﬁrst oﬀer, the unique symmetric SPE wages in case of integrated markets are given by

(1
−
2
δ
))(2
a
−
T
)
−
H (T, δu , δf ) , i = 1, 2,
2(1
+
δ
f
u
WiSPE (T, δu , δf ) =
2
4(1 − δ f (1 − 2δ u ) )
from which we get the SPE proﬁts and the SPE unions payoﬀs,

2(1 + δf (1 − 2δ u ))(2a − T ) − H (T, δ u , δ f )
∗
Ui (T, δu , δf ) =
, i = 1, 2,
4(1 − δ f (1 − 2δ u )2 )

Π∗i (T, δ u , δ f ) = 9b(1 −δ fδ(1(1−−δ u2)δ )2)2 2(4a2 (1 + δ f (1 − 2δ u )2 )(1 − δ u )(a − T ) + (1+
f

u



8δu + δf (1 − 2δ u )2 (1 − 10δ u ))T 2) − (1 − 2δ u )(2a − T ) H (T, δ u , δ f ) .
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Similarly, the unique symmetric SPE wages in case of separated markets are given by


Πi (T = ∞, Wiu , Li (Wiu , Wj )) = δ f · Πi (T = ∞, Wif , Li (Wif , Wj ))
Ui(T = ∞, Wif , Li(Wif , Wj )) = δu · U (T = ∞, Wiu , Li(Wiu , Wj ))

where Wiu is the SPE wage outcome if the union makes the ﬁrst wage oﬀer, and Wif is the
SPE wage outcome if the ﬁrm makes the ﬁrst oﬀer. Since the union makes the ﬁrst oﬀer,
the SPE wage is
√δ
1
−
SPE
Wi (T = ∞, δu , δf ) = √ f a, i = 1, 2,
1 − δfδu
from which we get the SPE proﬁts and the SPE unions payoﬀs,
√δ )a
(1
−
∗
√ f , i = 1, 2,
Ui (T = ∞, δu , δf ) =
1 − δf δu
2 2
Π∗i (T = ∞, δ u , δ f ) = δ f (1 −√δ u ) a2 , i = 1, 2.
4(1 − δ f δu ) b
The players have private information. They are uncertain about each others’ discount


factors. Player i’s discount factor is included in the set δ Ii , δ Pi , where 0 < δ Ii ≤ δPi < 1,
for i =u,f. We allow for general probability distributions over discount factors. From
Watson (1998), we have that: (i) in case of integrated markets, for any PBE, the payoﬀ
of the union belongs to [Ui∗(T, δ Iu , δPf ), Ui∗ (T, δ Pu , δIf )] and the payoﬀ of the ﬁrm belongs to
[Π∗i (T, δPu , δ If ), Π∗i (T, δ Iu , δ Pf )]; (ii) in case of separated markets, for any PBE, the payoﬀ of
the union belongs to [Ui∗ (T = ∞, δ Iu , δ Pf ), Ui∗ (T = ∞, δ Pu , δ If )] and the payoﬀ of the ﬁrm
belongs to [Π∗i (T = ∞, δ Pu , δ If ), Π∗i (T = ∞, δ Iu , δ Pf )].
In case of integrated markets, the maximum number of bargaining periods the union
would spend negotiating, I (mu (T )), is given by
 mu (T )

Ui∗(T, δIu , δPf ) = δPu
from which we obtain

· Ui∗(T, δPu , δIf ),






2(1 + δ Pf (1 − 2δ Iu ))(2a − T ) − H (T, δ Iu , δ Pf ) (1 − δ If (1 − 2δ Pu )2 )
1
u

.



m (T ) =
·log
P
I
log δ Pu
I
P
P I (1 − δ f (1 − 2δ u )2 )
2(1 + δ f (1 − 2δ u ))(2a − T ) − H (T, δ u , δ f )
Notice that I (mu (T )) is simply the integer part of mu (T ). It is customary to express
the players’ discount factors in terms of discount rates, ru and rf , and the length of
the bargaining period, ∆, according to formula δ i = exp (−ri ∆), for i =u,f. With this
interpretation, player i’s type is identiﬁed with his discount rate ri , where ri ∈ [riP , riI ].
We thus have that δ Ii = exp(−riI ∆) and δ Pi = exp(−riP ∆), for i =u,f. Note that riI ≥ riP
since greater patience implies a lower discount rate. As ∆ approaches zero, we have (using
l’Hopital’s rule): (i) (1 − δ If (1 − 2δ Pu )2 )/(1 − δ Pf (1 − 2δ Iu )2 ) converges to (4ruP + rfI )/(4ruI + rfP ),
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(ii) (2(1+ δ Pf (1 −2δ Iu ))(2a −T )− H (T, δ Iu , δ Pf ))/(2(1+δ If (1 −2δ Pu ))(2a −T ) − H (T, δ Pu , δ If ))


converges to ((2a − T )(rfP + 2ruI ) − G(ruI , rfP , T ))/((2a − T )(rfI + 2ruP ) − G(ruP , rfI , T )),
and (iii) ∆/ log(δ Pu ) converges to (−1/ruP ). These facts imply that
(mu (T ) · ∆) = − r1P
Du (T ) = ∆lim
→0
u




 (2a − T )(rP + 2rI ) − G(rI , rP , T )
 P
I
u
u
f
f
,

·log  4ru + rf

4ruI + rfP (2a − T )(rI + 2ruP ) − G(ruP , rI , T )
f
f

which is a positive, ﬁnite number. Notice that Du (T ) converges to zero as riP and riI
become close, for i =u,f. We have




P
I
rfI + 2ruP 
∂Du (T ) =
9aT
−  rf + 2ru

+
∂T
ruP (2a2 − 2aT + 5T 2)
G(ruI , rP , T )
G(ruP , rI , T )
f

f

The sign of the expression
P
I
−  rf + 2rPu

G(ruI , rf , T )

rfI + 2ruP ,
G(ruP , rfI , T )

+

is the sign of the expression








(rfI ruI + rfP ruP ) 16a(a − T ) + 40T 2 + ruI ruP 64(a − T ) + 160T 2 ,
which is always positive. Thus, it follows that ∂Du (T )/∂T > 0.
The maximum number of bargaining periods the ﬁrm would spend negotiating, I (mf (T )),
is given by
Π∗i (T, δ Pu , δ If ) = (δ Pf )mf (T ) · Π∗i (T, δ Iu , δ Pf ),
from which we obtain





P I
∗
mf (T ) = 1 P · log Π∗i (T, δIu , δPf ) ,
log(δ f )
Πi (T, δ u , δ f )

and as ∆ approaches zero,



ruP   4ruI + rfP 2 ·
ruI 4ruP + rfI
rf


8a(a − T )ruP + (9rfI + 38ruP )T 2 + (2a − T ) G(ruP , rfI , T )
.

P
P
I
I
2
I
8a(a − T )ru + (9rf + 38ru )T + (2a − T ) G(ru , rf , T )

1 · log
m
(
T
)
·
∆
=
−
D (T ) = ∆lim
P
→0
f

f

which is a positive, ﬁnite number. Notice that Df (T ) converges to zero as riP and riI become
close, for i =u,f. We have
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∂Df (T ) =
a
P
2
∂T
rf (2a − 2aT + 5T 2)T ·

I
I
P
2
P
P
I
2
)r + (2ru − 9rf )T 8a(a − T)ru + (2ru − 9rf )T 
− 8a(a − T
 u
+
.
G(ruI , rfP , T )
G(ruP , rfI , T )
The sign of the expression
I
I
P
2
P
P
I
2
− 8a(a − T)ru + (2Pru − 9rf )T + 8a(a − T)ru + (2Iru − 9rf )T ,
G(ruI , rf , T )
G(ruP , rf , T )
is the sign of the expression








(rfI ruI + rfP ruP ) 8a2 (a − T )2 + 22a(a − T )T 2 + 5T 4 − rfI rfP 36a(a − T )T 2 + 90T 4 ,
which is always positive since α < α. Thus, it follows that ∂Df (T )/∂T > 0. The maximum
real delay time before reaching an agreement is given by




D(T ) = min Du (T ), Df(T ) .
In case of separated markets, the maximum number of bargaining periods the union
would spend negotiating, I (mu (T = ∞)), is given by
 mu (T =∞)

Ui∗(T = ∞, δIu , δPf ) = δPu
from which we obtain

mu (T = ∞) =

1



 P

log δ u

· log 

· Ui∗(T = ∞, δPu , δIf ),



1 − δ Pf



 

1− δ

I
f

and as ∆ approaches zero

 

1 − δ Pu δ If
1−δ



I
u



δ

P
f

 ,





2ruP + rfI rfP
,
2ruI + rfP rfI
which is a positive, ﬁnite number. Notice that Du (T = ∞) converges to zero as riP and riI
become close, for i =u,f. Similarly, the maximum number of bargaining periods the ﬁrm
would spend negotiating, I (mf (T = ∞)), is given by
1 · log
(
m
(
T
=
∞
)
·
∆)
=
−
D (T = ∞) = ∆lim
→0
ruP
u

u

Π∗i (T = ∞, δ Pu , δ If ) = (δPf )mf (T =∞) · Π∗i (T = ∞, δ Iu , δ Pf ),
from which we obtain

mf (T = ∞) =

1
log(δ Pf )



 

 I  1 − δI δP 2 
P 2
· log  δPf  u  f  1 − δuI  ,

δf
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1 − δ Pu δ If

1 − δu

and as ∆ approaches zero,
1 · log
f
m
(
T
=
∞
)
·
∆
=
−
Df (T = ∞) = ∆lim
P
→0

rf



  
2ruI + rfP 2 ruP 2 .
ruI
2ruP + rfI

Then, the maximum real delay time before reaching an agreement is given by




D(T = ∞) = min Du (T = ∞), Df(T = ∞) .
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